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World-class sanitary ware and fittings
PROJECT REFERENCE

SCG GUEST HOUSE
(THE SIAM CEMENT GROUP)

The colonial architecture designed by Mr. E. G. Bolo, was built in 1914 for the Danish engineers and industrial managers to stay overnight.

SUVARNABHUMI

SUVARNABHUMI International Airport has renovated its restrooms in all areas. They are constructed and decorated under the concept of “The Miracle of Their”.

SETTHASIRI

SETTHASIRI: a luxurious house with Modernized Bangkok style set of “Eco through nature” concept from Sartini’s project.

DONMUANG

DONMUANG International Airport has renovated its restrooms to be more modern, exciting and luxurious to impress visitors, named it as “The World’s Pleasure Airport by COTTO.”

SIAM PARAGON

COTTO cooperation with Major Cheapel Group to create luxurious bathrooms under the “Greenfield” concept at the flagship cinema in Siam Paragon, downtown Bangkok.
SUNRISE White
SUNSET Gold
MIDNIGHT Black

‘SENSE OF SCIROCCO’ is the series of deck mount faucet with special color finishing in 3 unique chromatics: Sunrise White, Sunset Gold and Midnight Black, representing the mood of light reflection on the water that changes through times in a day, inspired by Mediterranean sensational scenery.

GLOBAL AWARD ACHIEVEMENT
THE WORLD’S LEADING INTERNATIONAL AWARDS PROGRAM FOR NEW PRODUCT AND GRAPHIC DESIGN 2013 THE CHICAGO AThENaeum, USA

TUNIO SERIES
Digital Lifestyle
Digital Pleasure

Share the World . . . Pleasure

www.cotto.com

WORLD-CLASS TILES AND SANITARY WARE
MUSE Series

Amusement from the Sense of Music

With the help of Bluetooth connection, Muse Rain Shower features an entertaining function, allowing you to listen to your favorite music automatically when turning on the water. Featuring a water-proof speaker, Muse Rain Shower also enables users to receive a phone call while taking a shower via Bluetooth at the same time. For more convenience, electricity is not required; the shower uses hydro-power generator as its power source.

Z001(HM)
Move 3 Fn. Hand Shower

COTTO MOVE
Inspired by the majestic and powerful Victoria waterfall that you have never met before, MOVE Spray gives you a chance to experience an elegant spray pattern with vibrant & unique showering experience from COTTO MOVE.
Discover the new handrail accessory for your safety. With the "Universal Design", the new handrails are made of real natural wood and stainless steel, making it strong and safe. Having been processed delicately, the two materials are joined firmly for more pleasant and safety touch while feeling a sense of nature.

Mellow has been designed under “Ergonomics” concept, allowing the elderly to use the product more easily with a firm handle & big button. Using less pushing pressure, Mellow is an ideal rinsing spray for everyone, especially the elderly.

**NATURA SERIES**

Strong materials, supporting up to 120 kilograms

- Durable, with up to 50 years (depending on usage condition)

- Unlike general handrails, the delicate wood gives you a sense of natural atmospheres to your bathroom.

- Resistant to fungus and insects

- Eco-friendly manufacturing process

- Made from premium “Radiata” pine authorized by FSC organization

**NEW ARRIVAL**

- **CT0165**
  Handrail L-Shape

- **CT0166**
  Handrail L-Shape with Slide bar for Shower

**CT0161**
Linear Handrail 50 cm.

**CT0162**
Handrail 60 cm. / L-Shape

**CT0163**
Handrail 43.5 cm. / V-Shape

**CT0164**
Support Arm (Foldable

**HYGIENIC RINSING SPRAY**

- **JET FLOW**
- **GENTLE FLOW**

**MELLOW MINI HANDLE**

With a mini Handle, users can adjust the type of water flow patterns conveniently simply by pushing up the handle to have a JET FLOW and pushing down to have a GENTLE FLOW.

**2 WATER FLOW PATTERNS**

- **JET FLOW**
  Thoroughly clean

- **GENTLE FLOW**
  More soft touch with air bubble

Remark:
The water pressure must not exceed 3 bars. In case the water pressure is higher than this, it is recommended to install the rinsing spray in conjunction with pressure limiter (Z2000) included.
COTTO CLEAN
An innovative new faucet and sink faucet with heavy metal control such as zinc, lead, cadmium and copper for maximum safety throughout the usable life.

EXTRA CHROME
Shining and heat-resistant with the 8-micron of Nickel-Chromium coat.

SMOOTH CARTRIDGE
Open and close conveniently with a smooth cartridge.

LIFE TIME CERAMIC VALVE
Valve is Made from ceramic with lifetime guarantee.

SOLID BRASS
Made of extended quality brass.

STAINLESS MADE
Made from durable and premium SUS 304 (or grade 18-8) stainless with rust prevention.

UNIVERSAL CARE
Products that are designed to fit, everyone (gender, age, health condition), giving convenience and safety.

DOUBLE INFRARED BEAM
More accuracy with twofold sensor.

MOISTURE PROTECTION
Sensor set and circuit are water and dampness-resistance.

PLUG AND PLAY
Ready to use after installation.

ANTI GHOST EFFECT
Prevent reflection of the users and other bathroom accessories.

ELECTROMAGNETIC APPROVED
Free from electromagnetic.

ENERGY SAVER
Energy-saving when using.

AUTOMATIC SHUT OFF TIME 40s
Water automatically stops after flowing for 40 sec.

EASY CLEAN
Easy cleaning by using just finger wiping showerhead to remove any stain.

WATER HEATER APPLICABLE
**Water heater test proven (water flow and temperature may differ from the addition showerhead)**

ANTIO BACTERIA
Hygiene Shower & Rinsing Spray contain anti-bacteria agent for your sanitation.

AUTOMATIC SHUT OFF TIME 40s
Adding more aesthetic with LED light which automatically warn when turning on-off the valve.

SAFETY SPOUT
Safety throughout usability with a self-diverter rotate spout, set to hide in the bathtub edge.

SILENT FAUCET
New model Aerator with water flow with noise reduction.

THERMOSTAT CONTROL
Temperature control system enables user to set the highest temperature to prevent danger while using.

ONE WAY TURNING
Hot and cold water can be adjusted by one turn.
CT542A
Anthony Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

CT144A
Anthony Lever Handle Basin Faucet with Inlet Hose

CT542AY
Anthony Lever Handle Basin Mixer Faucet (Tall Body) with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

CT543A
Anthony Lever Handle Bidet Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

CT1017A
Anthony Lever Handle Exposed Bath Stop Valve with Diverter

CT379A
Anthony Lever Handle Stop Valve for Shower

CT144AY
Anthony Lever Handle Basin Faucet (Tall Body) with Inlet Hose

CT1067
Anthony Basin Faucet (Wall Mount)

CT2083
Anthony 3 Holes 8" Basin Mixer Faucet (Wall Mount)

CT606
Anthony Concealed Diverter / 1 In 2 Out

CT594A
Anthony Lever Handle Concealed Mixer Stop Valve

CT115A
Anthony Lever Handle Concealed Stop Valve

CT1018A(HM)
Anthony Lever Handle Basin Faucet 360° Swivel Spout

CT289A
Anthony Lever Handle Kitchen Mixer Faucet with Inlet Hose

CT151A(HM)
Anthony Lever Handle Kitchen Faucet

CT593A
Anthony Lever Handle Concealed Bath Mixer with Diverter

CT593AV
Anthony Lever Handle Concealed Mixer Stop Valve with Diverter

CT2084
Anthony Thermostatic Concealed Mixer Stop Valve
FAUCET

COMO

- CT1086C27(HM)
  Como Basin Faucet

- CT1087C27(HM)
  Como Kitchen Faucet

- CT1088C27(HM)
  Como Kitchen Faucet (Wall Mount)

- CT1085C27(HM)
  Como Concealed Stop Valve

- CT1089C27(HM)
  Como Stop Valve for Shower

- CT2068C27
  Como Exposed Shower Mixer

- CT2069C27
  Como Exposed Bath Mixer

FAUCET

CROSS

- CT104C16(HM)
  Cross Basin Faucet

- CT104C20(HM)
  Cross Basin Faucet (Tall Body)

- CT103C16
  Cross Monoblock Bidet Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT103C20
  Cross Monoblock Bidet Mixer Faucet (Tall Body) with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

- CT239C16
  Cross Monoblock Bidet Mixer Faucet (Tall Body) with Flexible Hose Connector

- CT239C20
  Cross 3 Holes 8" Basin Mixer Faucet (Tall Body) with Flexible Hose Connector

- CT238C16
  Cross 3 Holes 8" Basin Mixer Faucet

- CT238C20
  Cross 3 Holes 8" Basin Mixer Faucet (Wall Mount)
**FAUCET**

**CROSS**

- **CT107C16**
  - Cross: Concealed Stop Valve

- **CT254C16**
  - Cross: Concealed Mixer Stop Valve

- **CT606C16**
  - Cross: Concealed Diverter / 1 In 2 Out

- **CT127C16**
  - Cross: Stop Valve for Shower

- **CT253C16**
  - Cross: Exposed Shower Mixer

- **CT172C16(HM)**
  - Cross: Stop Valve / 1 In 2 Out, for Handshower Set and Tank

- **CT252C16**
  - Cross: Exposed Bath Mixer

- **CT276C16**
  - Cross: Exposed Shower Mixer (Top Connecting)

- **CT255C16S41**
  - Cross: Bath Filler Mixer with 3 In, Handshower Set

- **CT248C16S41**
  - Cross: Bath Filler Mixer with 3 In, Handshower Set

- **CT276C16WS**
  - Cross: Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 In, Shower Set and Rain Shower 8"

- **CT249C16xZ79**
  - Cross: Exposed Bath Mixer with 85 cm, Floor Pillar Leg and 1 In, Handshower Set

**ECO FAUCET**

- **CT1052**
  - Eco Faucet: Basin Faucet

**ENNA**

- **CT300A**
  - Enna: Lever Handle Bidet Mixer Faucet

- **CT301A**
  - Enna: Lever Handle Exposed Thermostatic Shower Mixer
FAUCET

GLACIER

- **CT493(AC)ST#BN**
  Glacier Automatic Single Faucet, AC Power Supply

- **CT493(DC)ST#BN**
  Glacier Automatic Single Faucet, DC Power Supply

- **CT2120C31ST#BN**
  Glacier 3 Holes 6" Bidet Mixer Faucet / Flexible Hose Connector

- **CT2120C32ST#BN**
  Glacier 3 Holes 6" Bidet Mixer Faucet / Flexible Hose Connector

- **CT2121C31ST#BN**
  Glacier 3 Holes 8" Bidet Mixer Faucet (Wall Mount)

- **CT2121C32ST#BN**
  Glacier 3 Holes 8" Bidet Mixer Faucet (Wall Mount)

- **CT2122C31ST#BN**
  Glacier Bidet Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

- **CT2122C32ST#BN**
  Glacier Bidet Mixer Faucet with Pop-Up Waste and Inlet Hose

- **CT325C31ST#BN**
  Glacier Concealed Bath Mixer with Hand Shower Set

- **CT325C32ST#BN**
  Glacier Concealed Bath Mixer with Hand Shower Set and Slide Bar

- **CT326C31**
  Glacier Concealed Mixer Stop Valve with Hand Shower Set and Slide Bar

- **CT2126C32ST#BN**
  Glacier Concealed Mixer Stop Valve with Hand Shower Set and Slide Bar

- **CT2121C31**
  Glacier 3 Holes 8" Bidet Mixer Faucet (Wall Mount)

- **CT326C31**
  Glacier Concealed Bath Mixer with Hand Shower Set

- **CT325C31**
  Glacier Concealed Bath Mixer with Hand Shower Set
HIMMAPAN

CT138C25ST
Himmapan Basin Faucet

CT2026C25ST
Himmapan Monoblock Basin Mixer Faucet with Push Waste and Inlet Hose (Tail Body)

CT2088C25ST
Himmapan Monoblock Basin Mixer Faucet with Push Waste and Inlet Hose (Tail Body)

CT139C25ST#CUO
Himmapan Basin Faucet / Copper Finished

CT2026C25ST#CUO
Himmapan Monoblock Basin Mixer Faucet with Push Waste and Inlet Hose / Copper Finished

CT2088C25ST#CUO
Himmapan Monoblock Basin Mixer Faucet with Push Waste and Inlet Hose / Copper Finished (Tail Body)

CT2089C25STS45
Himmapan Bath Filler Mixer with 1 in. Handshower Set

CT2089C25STS45#CUO
Himmapan Bath Filler Mixer with 1 in. Handshower Set / Copper Finished

CT2076C25ST
Himmapan Concealed Mixer Stop Valve

CT2076C25ST#CUO
Himmapan Concealed Mixer Stop Valve / Copper Finished

CT616C25ST
Himmapan Diverter Concealed Stop Valve / 1 in 2 Out (Copper Finished)

CT616C25ST#CUO
Himmapan Diverter Concealed Stop Valve / 1 in 2 Out (Copper Finished)

CT2079C25STW
Himmapan Concealed Mixer Stop Valve with Rain Shower (Ceiling Mount) and 1 in. Handshower Set

CT2079C25STW#CUO
Himmapan Concealed Mixer Stop Valve with Rain Shower (Ceiling Mount) and 1 in. Handshower Set / Copper Finished

Z05
Himmapan Chandelier Rain Shower (Ceiling Mount)

Z05#CUO
Himmapan Chandelier Rain Shower (Ceiling Mount) / Copper Finished
FAUCET

MAJESTY II

- CT393N
  Majesty II
  Lever Handle Concealed
  Bath Mixer with Diverter

- CT393NV
  Majesty II
  Lever Handle Concealed
  Mixer Stop Valve with Diverter

- CT361N
  Majesty II
  Lever Handle Exposed
  Shower Mixer

- CT360N
  Majesty II
  Lever Handle Exposed
  Bath Mixer

MINIMUS

- CT1061
  Minimus
  Basin Faucet

- CT1062
  Minimus
  Basin Faucet (Wall Mount)

- CT1063
  Minimus
  Kitchen Faucet

- CT164C1(HM)
  Marina
  Basin Faucet

- CT164C15(HM)
  Marina
  Basin Faucet

- CT150C15(HM)
  Marina
  Kitchen Faucet

- CT184C15(HM)
  Marina
  Kitchen Faucet (Wall Mount)

- CT174C15(HM)
  Marina
  Shank Faucet / Long Span

- CT196C15
  Marina
  Concealed Stop Valve

- CT194C15(HM)
  Marina
  Stop Valve

- CT251C15
  Marina
  Exposed Shower Mixer

- CT250C15
  Marina
  Exposed Bath Mixer
COTTO PROs product

The Right Choice, The Right Solution

Another innovation for stop valve installation which differentiates itself from any other concealed stop valves.

- Flexible installation
  Easy to install with every type of wall at any depth (i.e. brick wall, smart board wall)

- Easy to maintain
  Effortless maintenance without the need to break the tiles or dismantle the wall

- Freestyle use
  Able to use in conjunction with general concealed mixer stop valve and concealed mixer stop valve with diverter

Wall Type

- Grooved concrete wall
  Wall with pre-designated piping grooves (for COTTO PROs) installed by drift-and-embossed process, including the additional installation of supporting unit.
  - Use: Smartboard, Smartboard is embedded with the metal structure

- Double wall with offset and no offset
  - Rock wall with adjustable thickness as required
  - On offset
  - Offset used with wall with heat insulator which contributes to extra wall thickness.
Aqua~Twins

Switch usage function by your finger tip.

An innovative dual-action kitchen faucet for your choices of using

Aqua-twins is the combination of drinking and utility water functions in one faucet. The utility water is controlled by moving handle and the drinking water is controlled by the knob which clearly labelled “drinking water”. Drinking water is filtered through 3M filtering machine which is certified by the NSF International with the NSF 43 and 53 standards. The filtering machine can be easily connected to the Aqua-twins and the water direction can also be changed simply by turning the spout left or right, for your convenience in every use.

CONVENIENT

2 in 1 tap provides both drinking water and water usage.

CLEAR

With 3M filter, drinking water is clean and safe.

CLEAN

Clever Look

With the production process which controls contaminants, water from the faucet is clean.

3M Filter

3M water filter is guaranteed by the standards of NSF 42 and 53. Durability: 7,200 liters or 6-12 months depending on usage.

* Suitable for water that passes the standard according to waterworks authority

* IP No.:1301101752

CT1108A
Aqua~Twins Filtered Kitchen Faucet with Filter

CT2109A
Filtered Kitchen Mixer Faucet with Filter

CT1109A
Aqua~Twins Filtered Kitchen Faucet with Filter

CT1109AN
Filtered Kitchen Faucet Without Filter

CT2099A
Aqua~Twins Filtered Kitchen Mixer Faucet with Filter

CT2126AN
Filtered Kitchen Mixer Faucet Without Filter

CT2126A
Aqua~Twins Filtered Kitchen Mixer Faucet with Filter

CT2078J
Anthony Pull-Out Kitchen Mixer Faucet 2 ft.

CT2078A
Anthony Pull-Out Kitchen Mixer Faucet 2 ft.
AUTOMATIC FAUCET

PRODUCTS

CT533AC
Automatic Faucet
Automatic LED Basin Faucet, AC Electricity Use

CT532NDC
Automatic Faucet
Automatic Basin Mixer Faucet, DC Battery Use

CT532NAC
Automatic Faucet
Automatic LED Basin Faucet, AC Electricity Use

CT493DC
Automatic Single Faucet, DC Battery Use

CT493AC
Glacier Automatic Single Faucet, AC Electricity Use

CT537DC
Automatic Single Faucet, DC Battery Use

CT537AC
Automatic Faucet
Automatic Single Faucet, AC Electricity Use

CT538DC
Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet, DC Battery Use

CT538AC
Automatic Faucet
Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet, AC Electricity Use

CT539DC
Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet, DC Battery Use

CT539AC
Automatic Faucet
Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet, AC Electricity Use

CT493(DC)ST#BN
Automatic Single Faucet, DC Battery Use

CT493(AC)ST#BN
Glacier Automatic Single Faucet, AC Electricity Use

CT5701DC
Automatic Faucet
Automatic Basin Faucet, DC Battery Use

CT5703AC
Automatic Basin Faucet, AC Electricity Use

CT573Y(AC)
Automatic Faucet
Automatic Basin Faucet (Tail Body), AC Electricity Use

CT4901DC
Automatic Basin Mixer Faucet, DC Battery Use

CT4901AC
Cubic Automatic Basin Mixer Faucet, AC Electricity Use

CT4902DC
Automatic Basin Mixer Faucet, DC Battery Use

CT4902AC
Automatic Faucet
Automatic Basin Mixer Faucet, AC Electricity Use

CT4903DC
Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet, DC Battery Use

CT4903AC
Automatic Faucet
Automatic Wall Mounted Faucet, AC Electricity Use
SHOWER & ACCESSORIES

HAND SHOWER PRODUCTS

- S17WH(HM)
  Hand Shower
  1 ft. Handshower Set

- S41(HM)
  Hand Shower
  3 ft. Handshower Set

- S41V(HM)
  1 ft. Shower Head

- S45(HM)
  Hand Shower
  1 ft. Handshower Set

- S45V(HM)
  1 ft. Handshower Set

- Z79(HM)
  Hand Shower
  1 ft. Handshower Set

- Z80(HM)
  Hand Shower
  1 ft. Handshower Set

- Z80WH(HM)
  1 ft. Handshower Set
  (Anti-Bacteria)

- Z54(HM)
  Hand Shower
  1 ft. Handshower Set

- Z58(HM)
  Hand Shower
  3 ft. Handshower Set

- Z58V(HM)
  1 ft. Shower Head

- Z42(HM)
  Hand Shower
  2 ft. Handshower Set

- Z42V(HM)
  3 ft. Handshower Hand

- Z88(HM)
  Hand Shower
  3 ft. Handshower Set

- Z88V(HM)
  3 ft. Handshower Hand

- Z89(HM)
  Hand Shower
  3 ft. Handshower Set

- Z89V(HM)
  3 ft. Handshower Hand

- Z84(HM)
  5-Function
  5 ft. Handshower Set

- S71WH(HM)
  Hand Shower
  1 ft. Handshower Set

- S71VWH(HM)
  1 ft. Shower Head

- S72WH(HM)
  Hand Shower
  1 ft. Handshower Set

- S72VWH(HM)
  1 ft. Shower Head

- S74WH(HM)
  Hand Shower
  1 ft. Handshower Set

- Z90(HM)
  3-Function
  3 ft. Handshower Set

- Z90V(HM)
  3 ft. Handshower Set

- Z92(HM)
  Hand Shower
  1 ft. Handshower Set

- Z07(HM)
  Hand Shower
  1 ft. Handshower Set
**SHOWER & ACCESSORIES**

**HAND SHOWER PRODUCTS**

- **Z001(HM)**
  - Moveable 3 in. Handshower Set (Switch Button)

- **Z44(HM)**
  - Hand Shower
  - 1 in. Handshower Set

- **Z71(HM)**
  - Hand Shower
  - 1 in. Handshower Set

- **Z71V(HM)**
  - 1 in. Shower Head

- **Z10(HM)**
  - Hand Shower
  - 1 in. Handshower Set

- **Z75(HM)**
  - Hand Shower
  - 1 in. Handshower Set

- **Z75V(HM)**
  - 1 in. Shower Head

- **Z66(HM)**
  - Hand Shower
  - 2 in. Handshower Set

- **Z66V(HM)**
  - 2 in. Shower Head

- **Z66HV(HM)**
  - 2 in. Shower Head (Anti-Bacteria)

- **Z66HVWH(HM)**
  - 2 in. Shower Head (Anti-Bacteria)

- **S11(HM)**
  - Fixed Shower
  - 1 in. Fixed Shower / Adjustable Shower Flow

- **S38(HM)**
  - Fixed Shower
  - 3 in. Fixed Shower

- **S5(HM)**
  - Fixed Shower
  - 1 in. Fixed Shower / Adjustable Shower Flow

- **Z55(HM)**
  - Fixed Shower
  - 1 in. Fixed Shower

- **Z55V(HM)**
  - 1 in. Fixed Shower Head

- **Z55V(HM)**
  - 1 in. Fixed Shower

- **Z20(HM)**
  - Fixed Shower
  - 1 in. Fixed Shower

- **Z22(HM)**
  - Fixed Shower
  - 2 in. Fixed Shower

**SHOWER & ACCESSORIES**

**FIXED SHOWER PRODUCTS**

- **Z81(HM)**
  - Fixed Shower
  - 1 in. Handshower Set

- **Z81HV(HM)**
  - 1 in. Handshower Set (Anti-Bacteria)
SHOWER & ACCESSORIES

SHOWER SYSTEM PRODUCTS

- **CT623Z73**
  - Rain Shower Set
  - 1 ft Handshower Set and 3-Ring Rain Shower for Water Heater with Diverter and Inlet Hose 1 m.

- **CT276C16WS**
  - Cross Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 ft.
  - Shower Set and Rain shower 8”

- **CT276C20WS**
  - Cross Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 ft.
  - Shower Set and Rain shower 8”

- **CT275C17WS**
  - Classic Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 ft.
  - Shower Set and Rain shower 8”

- **CT2046WS**
  - Terra Nova Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 ft.
  - Handshower Set and Rain shower 8”

- **CT2047WS**
  - Anthony Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 ft.
  - Handshower Set and Rain shower 8”

- **CT623S**
  - Rain Shower Set
  - 1 ft Handshower Set and 8” Rain Shower with Diverter and 1 m, Inlet Hose

- **CT698**
  - Rain Shower Set
  - 1 ft Handshower Set and 8” Rain Shower with Diverter and 1 m, Inlet Hose

- **CT628**
  - Rain Shower Set
  - 1 ft Handshower Set and 7.2” Rain Shower with Diverter and 0.75 m, Inlet Hose
CT2149WS
Sericco
Exposed Shower Mixer with 3 fn.
Handshower Set and Rain Shower 8”

CT2042W
Enrico
Thermostat Exposed Shower Mixer Set with 1 fn.
Hand Shower and 12” x 12” Rain Shower

CT2085W
Square
Thermostat Exposed Shower
Mixer Set with 1 fn. Hand Shower
and 8” x 8” Rain Shower

CT2134W
Square
Exposed Shower Mixer Set
with 1 fn. Hand Shower
and 8” x 8” Rain Shower

CT527W
Anthony
Exposed Shower Mixer Set
with 1 fn. Hand Shower, 8”
Rain Shower and Spout

CT0132
Slide Bar
Slide Bar 60 cm.

CT0133
Slide Bar
Slide Bar 73 cm.

CT0134
Slide Bar
Slide Bar 88 cm.

CT0131
Slide Bar
Slide Bar 72 cm.

CT0130(HM)
Slide Bar
Slide Bar 60 cm.

CT0708
Slide Bar
Slide Bar 87 cm.
SHOWER & ACCESSORIES

SHOWER PANEL PRODUCTS

- **CT840N**
  - Shower Panel
  - Shower Panel, Lever Handle Mixe, Stop Valve with 3 ft.
  - Handshower Set and Rain Shower

- **CT841N**
  - Shower Panel
  - Shower Panel, Lever Handle Mixe, Stop Valve with 3 ft.
  - Handshower Set Rain Shower and 3 Jet Spray

- **CT860N**
  - Shower Panel
  - Shower Panel, Lever Handle Mixe, Stop Valve with 3 ft.
  - Handshower Set Rain Shower and 3 Jet Spray

- **CT842**
  - Shower Panel
  - Shower Panel, Lever Handle Mixe, Stop Valve with 3 ft.
  - Handshower Set Rain Shower and 3 Jet Spray

BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

CUBE ACCESSORIES

- **CT0210(HM)**
  - Cube Accessories Robe Hook

- **CT0211(HM)**
  - Cube Accessories Glass Shelf

- **CT0212(HM)**
  - Cube Accessories Towel Bar

- **CT0213(HM)**
  - Cube Accessories Towel Ring

- **CT0214(HM)**
  - Cube Accessories Paper Holder with Cover

- **CT0215(HM)**
  - Cube Accessories Soap Holder

- **CT0217(HM)**
  - Cube Accessories Toilet Brush
**COMO ACCESSORIES**

- **CT0126**
  Como Accessories
  Robe Hook

- **CT0127**
  Como Accessories
  Towel Ring

- **CT0121**
  Como Accessories
  Towel Bar 60 cm.

- **CT0124**
  Como Accessories
  Paper Holder

- **CT0125**
  Como Accessories
  Paper Holder with Cover

- **CT0122**
  Como Accessories
  Soap Holder

- **CT0123**
  Como Accessories
  Tumbler Holder

**TWIST ACCESSORIES**

- **CT0061(HM)**
  Twist Accessories
  Robe Hook

- **CT0062(HM)**
  Twist Accessories
  Glass Shelf 66 cm.

- **CT0063(HM)**
  Twist Accessories
  Towel Bar 66 cm.

- **CT0064(HM)**
  Twist Accessories
  Towel Bar 50 cm.

- **CT0065(HM)**
  Twist Accessories
  Paper Holder

- **CT0066(HM)**
  Twist Accessories
  Soap Holder

- **CT0067(HM)**
  Twist Accessories
  Tumbler Holder
BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

NEW HOTEL ACCESSORIES

- CT0150(HM)
  New Hotel Accessories
  Stainless Towel Bar 60 cm.

- CT0151(HM)
  New Hotel Accessories
  Stainless Towel Bar 60 cm.
  (2 Bars)

- CT0152(HM)
  New Hotel Accessories
  Stainless Towel Bar 60 cm.
  (4 Bars)

- CT0153(HM)
  New Hotel Accessories
  Stainless Multi Shelf 60 cm.

- CT0154(HM)
  New Hotel Accessories
  Stainless Multi Shelf 60 cm.

- CT0155(HM)
  New Hotel Accessories
  Stainless Multi Shelf 60 cm.

FLUSH VALVE

TOILET FLUSH VALVE PRODUCTS

- CT456NL
  Toilet Flush Valve
  Concealed Toilet Flush Valve

- CT440XNS
  Toilet Flush Valve
  Sanitizer Toilet Flush Valve Top Inlet
  (Dual Flush 2.5/4 L.)

- CT457XNL
  Toilet Flush Valve
  Security Toilet Flush Valve, Back Inlet
  (Dual Flush 2/6 L.)

- CT457XS
  Toilet Flush Valve
  Security Toilet Flush Valve, Top Inlet
  (Dual Flush 2/6 L.)

AUTOMATIC TOILET FLUSH VALVE PRODUCTS

AUTOMATIC SOAP DISPENSOR

- CT632(HM)
  Automatic Soap Dispenser
  (Ac Supply)

- CT546
  Automatic Soap Dispenser
  (Ac Supply)

- CT0141
  Deck Type Liquid Soap Dispenser

- CT485AC
  Automatic Toilet Flush Valve
  Automatic Concealed Toilet Flush Valve,
  with Override Button
  (Electricity Use, Back Inlet)

- CT485NL
  Automatic Toilet Flush Valve
  Automatic Toilet Flush Valve
  / Back Inlet (Battery Use)

- CT485NS
  Automatic Toilet Flush Valve
  Automatic Toilet Flush Valve
  / Top Inlet (Battery Use)
SAFETY ACCESSORIES

PRODUCTS

CT0161
Natura Linear Handrail 60 cm.

CT0162
Natura Handrail 62 X 47 cm. / L Shape

CT0163
Natura Handrail 43.5 X 43.5 cm. / V Shape

CT0164
Natura Support Arm (Foldable)

CT0165
Natura Handrail T-Shape

CT0166
Natura Handrail L-Shape with Slide Bar For Shower

CT0182#WH
Pressalt Plus Support Arm (Foldable)

CT0183#WH
Pressalt Plus Adjustable & Foldable Wall Shower Stool

CT0184#WH
Pressalt Plus Foldable Wall Shower Stool

CT0185#WH
Pressalt Avuo Foldable Wall Shower Stool

CT0186#WH
Pressalt Avuo Support Arm (Foldable) 85 cm.

CT725L60#WH
Pressalt Handrail Handrail 60 cm., Power Lacquer

CT727L#WH
Pressalt Handrail L-Shape Handrail (Left) 40 x 90 cm., Power Lacquer

CT727R#WH
L-Shape Handrail (Right) 40 x 90 cm., Power Lacquer

CT725L45#WH
Pressalt Handrail Handrail 45 cm., Power Lacquer
Fittings Accessories

**Brass Basin Trap Products**
- **CT680(HM)**: Bottle Trap 24 cm. for Basin
- **CT680AX(HM)**: Bottle Trap 39 cm. for Basin

- **CT683(HM)**: P-Trap 24 cm. for Basin
- **CT683AX(HM)**: P-Trap 34 cm. for Basin

- **CT685**: Cylinder Trap 32 cm. for Basin
- **CT685AX(HM)**: Cylinder Trap 39 cm. for Basin

- **CT686(HM)**: Stainless Square Trap 24 cm. for Basin
- **CT686AX(HM)**: Stainless Square Trap 42 cm. for Basin

- **CT687(HM)**: Stainless Short Cylinder Trap 24 cm. for Basin
- **CT687AX(HM)**: Stainless Short Cylinder Trap 42 cm. for Basin

**Brass Trap for Urinal & Bidet**
- **CT681**: Bottle Trap 24 cm. for Urinal
- **CT682**: P-Trap 33 cm. for Bidet

**Smart Drain Anti-Bacteria**
- **CT649(HM)**: Floor Drain (Anti-Bacteria) for 2" PVC Connector Pipe (Flange 5.9")

---
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Floor Drain Products

- **CT697Z1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 1.5” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")

- **CT651Z1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 1.5” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")

- **CT697Z2PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2”-3” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")

- **CT697Z3PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2.5”-4” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.8")

- **CT652T1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Triangle Body, for Ø 1.5” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 5” X 7”)

- **CT652T1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Triangle Body, for Ø 1.5” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 5” X 7”)

- **CT640Z1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 2” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5”)

- **CT640Z1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 2” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5”)

- **CT640Z3PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 2”-4” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.8")

- **CT640Z4P(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 2”-4” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 6")

- **CT640Z4P(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for Ø 2”-4” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 6")

- **CT651Z1PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 1.5” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")

- **CT651Z2PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2”-3” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")

- **CT651Z3PW(HM)**
  Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for Ø 2.5”-4” PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.8")
- CT640Y1(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for ø 2"-2.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5")
- CT640Y2(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for ø 3" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")
- CT640Y3(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, for ø 3.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.8")

- CT640Z1(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for ø 2"-2.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 3.5")
- CT640Z2(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for ø 3" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4")
- CT640Z3(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, for ø 3.5" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 4.8")

- CT646Y1(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, Male Thread 1.5" (Flange 3.5")
- CT646Y2(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, Male Thread 1.5" (Flange 3.9")
- CT646Y3(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Round Body, Male Thread 2" (Flange 4.9")

- CT646Z1(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, Male Thread 1.5" (Flange 3.5")
- CT646Z2(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, Male Thread 1.5" (Flange 3.9")
- CT646Z3(HM) Stainless Floor Drain / Square Body, Male Thread 2" (Flange 4.9")
FITTINGS ACCESSORIES
RAIL FLOOR DRAIN PRODUCTS

- **CT644Z1P(HM)**
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2"-3.5" PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7" X 5.7")

- **CT644Z3P(HM)**
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2"-3.5" PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7" X 8.9")

- **CT644Z4P(HM)**
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2"-3.5" PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7" X 16.9")

- **CT654Z1P**
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2"-3.5" PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7" X 31.5")

- **CT654Z2P**
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2"-3.5" PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7" X 39.4")

- **CT654Z3P**
  Stainless Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2"-3.5" PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.7" X 47.2")

- **CT699Z1**
  Slim Stainless Trap Rail Floor Drain for Ø 2.5" PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5" X 80")

FITTINGS ACCESSORIES
FLOOR DRAIN FOR SCREW PIPE PRODUCTS

- **CT657Z3P(HM)**
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / Square Body for 2"-3.5" PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 4.8")

- **CT658Z1(HM)**
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / Square Body, Male Thread 2"
  (Flange 4.9")

- **CT645Z1CP(HM)**
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / with Lid for Ø 2" PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.5")

- **CT645Z2C(HM)**
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / with Lid for Ø 4" PVC Drain Pipe
  (Flange 5.5")

- **CT645Z1P(HM)**
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / for Ø 2" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 5.5")

- **CT645Z2(HM)**
  Stainless Terrace Floor Drain / for Ø 4" PVC Drain Pipe (Flange 5.5")
FITTINGS ACCESSORIES

STRAINER TRAY PRODUCTS

- CT694Y(HM)
  Stainless Sump Protecting Tray / Male Thread 2” (Flange 4.9”)

CHECK FLOW LID

- CT692Z(HM)
  Stainless Check Flow Lid / Square Body, Male Thread 2” (Flange 4.1”)

SEPTIC TANK LID

- CT650U1(HM)
  Stainless Septic Tank Lid / Cave Lid (Flange 5.5”)
- CT650U2(HM)
  Stainless Septic Tank Lid / Flat Lid (Flange 5.5”)
- 3. CT656U2(HM)
  Stainless Septic Tank Lid / Flat Lid (Flange 7.2”)

OUTLET PRODUCTS

- CT1000(HM)
  Outlet
- CT621(HM)
  Outlet
- CT622(HM)
  Outlet

FITTINGS ACCESSORIES

STOP VALVE PRODUCTS

- CT1700(HM)
  Stop Valve
- CT128(HM)
  Stop Valve / 1 in 2 Out
- CT129(HM)
  Stop Valve
- CT179(HM)
  Stop Valve
- CT196(HM)
  Stop Valve / 1 in 2 Out
- CT1053(HM)
  Stop Valve
Fittings Accessories

Inlet Hose Products

- Z402(HM) 16" Inlet Hose
- Z403(HM) 18" Inlet Hose
- Z404(HM) 20" Inlet Hose
- Z406(HM) 24" Inlet Hose
- Z405(HM) 22" Inlet Hose
- Z422(HM) 1 m. Inlet Hose
- Z423(HM) 1.2 m. Inlet Hose
- Z424(HM) 1.5 m. Inlet Hose

- Z409CR(HM) 16" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z410CR(HM) 18" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z411CR(HM) 20" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z412CR(HM) 22" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z413CR(HM) 24" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z414CR(HM) 1 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z415CR(HM) 1.2 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color
- Z416CR(HM) 1.5 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, Chrome Color

- Z409WH(HM) 16" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z410WH(HM) 18" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z411WH(HM) 20" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z412WH(HM) 22" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z413WH(HM) 24" Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z414WH(HM) 1 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z415WH(HM) 1.2 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color
- Z416WH(HM) 1.5 m. Inlet Hose / Pvc Type, White Color

- Z427L14(HM) 14" Inlet Hose for Basin Mixer Faucet
- Z427L18(HM) 16" Inlet Hose for Basin Mixer Faucet
- Z427L27(HM) 27" Inlet Hose for Basin Mixer Faucet

- Z461 1.27 m. Shower Arm for Fixed Shower
- Z465 Shower Arm with Diverter for Rain Shower Set
- Z466 Shower Arm with Diverter and 1 m. and Inlet Hose
Fittings Accessories

Shower Arm Products

- Z430
  47 cm. Stainless Shower Arm

- Z419
  47 cm. Brass Shower Arm

- Z426
  30 cm. Ceiling Shower Arm

- Z458
  44 cm. Shower Arm Square Shape

- Z425#CR(HM)
  Shower Hose
  1.5 m. Shower Hose
  Pvc Type, Chrome Color

- Z425#WH(HM)
  Shower Hose
  1.5 m. Shower Hose
  Pvc Type, White Color

- Z436
  Inlet Hose
  1.5 m. Shower Hose / Satin Chromium Finishing

Bath Spout

- CT604
  Bath Spout

- CT605
  Bath Spout

- CT608
  Bath Spout

- CT609
  Bath Spout

- CT617
  Bath Spout